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AN HISTORICAL SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD WAR AND
 
PEACE WITHIN THE AMERICAN HOLINESS MOVEMENT
 

This study attempts to examine the stance taken toward war and peace by groups 
within the "American Holiness Movement." In particular it attempts to discover 
the extent to which a concern for peace has been an important part of the social 
witness to these groups. Attention is concentrated on the formative nineteenth 
century, but antecedents in the eighteenth century (especially Methodism) and 
the consequent outworkings in the twentieth will be briefly sketched. 

Several factors make such a study somewhat difficult. The first is the current 
state of research on the holiness traditions. There has been, as far as we know, 
no work done on the social attitudes of these groups. Indeed the outlines of 
historical development are just beginning to emerge. Timothy Smith's work ap
peared 10-15 years ago. l Delbert Rose includes a survey chapter on the National 
Holiness Association in his published dissertation,2 and has nearly completed a 
full-length manuscript. But Rose's work is more oriented to "institutional 
history" and is of little help for the questions here or for the broader questions 
of "social history." Of more help is the recent dissertation by Charles E. Jones,3 
but even this work has contributed little more than the broad outlines of develop
ment. A dissertation just completed by Melvin Dieter would probably have been 
helpful, but copies are not yet available. 4 

A second problem is getting access to the materials needed for original research. 
The period before the civil war is more accessible. Here the major figures were 
members of denominations and held positions at colleges and other institutions 
very much in the mainline traditions. After the Civil War and more particularly 
with the increasing separation from Methodism, material is much less available. 
Persons and materials were important primarily to the groups that followed and 
these groups often did not until later develop the historical consciousness re
quired to preserve documents and other source materials. Though much is available 
in archives scattered around the country, we have had to rely in this paper on 
what is available in Chicago--primarily at Garrett Theological Seminar and in 
our own personal collection. This has necessarily left many gaps. 

There is a third problem. We believe that there was more concern for peace in 
this movement than we have been able to document. This issue is not close to the 
twentieth century self-understanding of these groups and has tended to drop out 
of biographies, histories and other interpretations written usually some years 
after the fact. Indeed one may go further and argue that there has been suppres
sion (perhaps unconscious) of this material. The best illustration of this lies 

1. Related to but not centered on the holiness movement is his REVIVALISM 
AND SOCIAL REFORM IN MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICA (New York: Abingdon, 1957). 
The story is picked up again in his history of the formative years of the Church 
of the Nazarene, CALLED UNTO HOLINESS (Kansas City, MO: Nazarene Publishing 
House, 1962). 

2. A THEOLOGY OF CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, 
1965). 

3. "Perfectionist Persuasion: A Social Profile of the National Holiness 
Movement Within American Methodism, 1867-1936" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Wisconsin, 1968). 

4. "Revivalism and Holiness" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Temple 
University, 1972 or 1973). 
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on the edge of the holiness movement but clearly shows tlie forces at work. The 
first edition of THE LIFE OF DWIGHT L. MOODY by his son William reports that 
Moody decided during the Civil War that "he could not conscientiously enlist."5 
Moody was reported to have said "there has never been a time in my life when I 
felt I could take a gun and shoot down a fellow being. In this respect I am a 
Quaker. "6 Some thirty years later a revised edition7 of this biography was 
published with this section rewritten. It reports that '~oody had zealously 
championed the cause of the Union," but that "having dedicated himself to Chris
tian service" he "made his decision in the lie-ht of what he believed his im
mediate duty and continued in the service of peace instead of war."8 This report 
blunts the "conscientious objector" or "Quaker" aspect of Moody's decision in 
favor of a response to a "higher calling." 

We think that we detect something similar taking place in the holiness movement, 
though we have discovered no examples so obvious as that of Moody's biography. 
For example, Arthur Booth-Clibborn, a turn-of-the-century Salvation Army officer, 
wrote a pacifist book entitled BLOOD AGAINST BLOODlO which went through several 
editions in both England and America. Even though Clibborn married a daughter 
of founder William Booth and was a commissioner in the Salvation Army, he is 
hardly mentioned in biographies of Booth or the standard histories of the Army. 
Though other factors are involved (his sympathies with "prophet" Dowie of Zion, 
IL, etc.), he seems partly for this reason to have been largely erased from the 
memory of the Army. Even his Anglican descendents in England (we have been in 
touch with a grandson) Seem embarrassed by their "army" background and reluctant 
to discuss this incident. Perhaps more is involved, but this illustrates the 
difficulties that we have encountered in this research. 

Methodist Antecedents in Britain: 

Though the American Holiness Movement is somewhat more (and other) than a con
servative Methodist movement, there is no doubt that its roots lie more in 
Methodism than any other tradition. In spite of the fact that our interest lies 
primarily in 19th century America, it is worth while to glance back to England 
to examine the views of early leaders of Methodism and how these views determined 
the lives of the Methodist people. 

John Wesley himself seems not to have struggled deeply with this question. His 
major discussion of war is in his tract on original sinll where the fact of war 
constitutes an argument for the doctrine. Yet Wesley uses the occasion to de
nounce it: 

There is a still more horrid reproach to the Christian name, yea, to 
the name of man, to all reason and humanity. There is war in the world! 
war between men! war between Christians! I mean, between those that 
bear the name of Christ, and profess to 'walk as he also walked.' Now, 
who can reconcile war, I will not say to religious but to any degree of 
reason or common sense?12 

5. (New York: Revell, 1900), p. 81. 6. Ibid, p. 82. 
7. (New York: Macmillan, 1930), p. 84. 8. Ibid, p. 85. 
9. This rewriting of history is reported by Guy Franklin Hershberger, THE 

WAY OF THE CROSS IN HUMAN RELATIONS (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1958), pp. 127
134. 

10. Our copy is 4th ed. (New York: Charles Cook, n.d.) 
II. THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN (1757) may be found in the WORKS (3rd ed; 

London: John Mason, 1830), IX, pp. 191-464. 
12. Ibid, p. 221 
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Yet Wesley appears not to have been greatly troubled by the Dearing of arms. 
During the first conference, just before the 1745 Stuart invasion, the question 
arose: "Is it lawful to bear arms?" Wesley's answer was in the affirmative: 
"We incline to think it is: 1. Because there is no command against it in the 
New Testament; 2. Because Cornelius, a soldier, is commended there."13 Indeed, 
a decade later, Wesley was thinking of "raising a companyof volunteer's for His 
Majesty's service"14 in the face of a threatened invasion of England. Some 25 
years later Wesley became perturbed at a law requiring the militias to exercise 
on Sunday.15 But it was a concern for Sabbath observance that prompted him to 
complain, not conscription or the militia itself. Though perhaps too harsh, R. 
Richard Niebuhr is not far off in understanding Wesley when he cites evidence 
and comments that "he was much more concerned a60ut swearing in solders' camps 
than about the ethical problem of war and the useless sacrifice of soldiers' 
lives or the righteousness of their cause."16 

The Rttitude of other early Methodist leaders appears to be similar. In the midst 
of the American Revolution and a resulting pamphlet warfare, John Fletcher pub
lished a small tract on "The Bible and the Sword"17 in which he argued that a 
national day of prayer and fasting for peace was not inconsistent with waging war. 
Fletcher argues that: 

if, indeed, all men were Christians, and every nominal Christian was 
led by the Spirit of Christ there would be absolutely no need of the 
sword . . . but . . . so long as the wicked shall use the sword in 
support of vice, the righteous who are in power, must use it in de
fense of virtue. 18 

For Fletcher the American Revolution was a matter of "police power" and "the most 
bloody civil war is preferable to the horrible consequences of daring anarchy.1I19 

Richard Watson, in pamphlet warfare in 1808 during war with France, was at least 
ostensibly a little more reluctant about war: 

War is an evil of such magnitude, involves so many scenes of individual 
and national calamity, and is so repulsive to every enlightened and 
liberal feeling, that those who either inflict it Without cause or 
continue it beyond the demands of necessity deserve the execrations of 
mankind. As it is the "last reason," so it ought to be the "last 
resort" of Kings. 20 

13. Bennett Minutes of the First Conference (1744), quoted by Richard 
Cameron, METHODISM AND SOCIETY IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE (New York: Abingdon, 
1961), Volume I of "Methodism and Society." 

14. Letter to the Han. James West, March 1, 1756, reprinted in E.C. 
Urwin and Douglas Wollen, JOHN WESLEY--CHRISTIAN CITIZEN: SELECTIONS FROM HIS 
SOCIAL TEACHING (London: Epworth Press, 1937), p. 87. 

15. 1782 letter to an unnamed Lord, WORKS, XIII, p. 125. 
16. THE SOCIAL SOURCES OF DENOMINATIONALISM (New York: Henry Holt, 1929), 

p. 68, referring to Luke Tyerman's biography, I, p. 494. 
17. WORKS (London: John Kershaw, 1826), V, pp. 192-203. 
18. Ibid, p. 197. 
19. Ibid, p. 196. 
20. "A Letter to William Roscoe ll in the WORKS (London: John Mason, 1835), 

VI, pp. 365-420. This is the first sentence of two. 



Yet Watson felt that the war was justified as lithe only guarantee.. of our in
dependence, and the only sure pledge of our future commercial prosperity. If 
the sea cannot be our empire, let it be our grave."2l For him the impact of 
Christianity was to humanize the practice of war. lilt has given a milder char
acter to war and taught modern nations to treat their prisoners witn numanity 
and to restore them by exchange to their respective countries."22 

Watson also preached a sermon "National Peace the Gift of God" on July 7, 1814, 
a day set aside for a "General Thanksgiving to Almighty God for the Restoration 
of Peace." This sermon ends with a rousing call to work to make the peace 
eternal. This is to be achieved by several means: 

Let us first support the influence of religion in our own hearts . . . 
Let us become the fervent advocates and active supporters of all such 
institutions among us as are directed to the reformation and instruc
tion of our country .... Let us be unwearied in carrying into effect 
the great plan of evangelizing the world.23 

All of these positions are far from pacifism of the Quaker brand. One is there
fore somewhat surprised by the case of John Nelson among the early Methodist 
preachers. Yorkshireman Nelson had heard Wesley preach in 1739 and became one 
of the most energetic preachers in the Wesleyan movement. Five years later he 
was pressed into service, a common form of persecution of the Methodists and an 
easy way for local authorities to be rid of troublesome Methodist preacners. 
When brought before the court, John Nelson refused to serve: 

I shall not fight; for I cannot bow my knee before the Lord to pray 
for a man, and get up and kill him when I have done. I know God both 
hears me speak and sees me act; and I shall expect the lot of a hypo
crite, if any actions contradict my prayers. 24 

When a uniform was forced on him, he responded: 

Why do you gird me with these warlike habiliments? For I am a man 
averse to war, and shall not fight, but under the Prince of Peace, the 
Captain of my salvation; and the weapons He gives me are not carnal like 
these. 25 

Nelson was imprisoned for some weeks before he was released. Pacifist historian 
Peter Brock reports that Wesley supported Nelson in his trials and was instrumental 

21. Ibid, p. 420 
22. The last paragraph of chapter XIV of his THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTES (1823), 

the first Methodist systematic theology and a work widely used in America. 
23. This sermon may be found in the WORKS (London: John Mason, 1834), II, 

pp. 20-40. This quote is on page 39. 
24. John Nelson, AN EXTRACT OF JOHN NELSON'S DIARY (Bristol, 1767), reprinted 

as the first "life" in Thomas Jackson (ed), THE LIVES OF THE EARLY METHODIST 
PREACHERS (London, Wesleyan Conference Office, 1865), I, p. 109. The incident also 
provoked an earlier publication of THE CASE OF JOHN NELSON WRITTEN BY HIMSELF (2nd 
ed; London, 1745). 

25. Ibid, p. 110. 
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in the effecting of his release. 26 Maldwyn Edwards reports tEat wesleY' attrib
uted a remarkable revival of religion in the area to the witness of Nelson. 27 
It is not clear what forces led Nelson to take this pos-ition. "Apart from fds 
reading of the New Testament (surely inspiration enough)~ his own account gives 
no indication of any outside influence."28 

American Methodism: 

Methodism came to America not long before the Revolutionary War and it was this 
crisis that raised the issues of war and peace for American Methodists. The 
agony was especially intense~ of course~ for the English Methodist missionaries 
to America. All but Francis Asbury returned to England. Asbury had hoped to 
stay above politics and was distressed that Wesley took sides and wrote at least 
six pamphlets against the American cause. Under suspicion because of Methodism's 
close ties to England and Wesley's position~ Asbury was forced into retirement 
during the war. He refused to sign Maryland's oath of leyalty~ but the reason is 
not clear. He recorded in his journal: 

From March 10~ l778~ on conscientious principles I was a non-juror~ and 
could not preach in the State of Maryland; and therefore withdrew to 
the Delaware State~ where the clergy were not required to take the State 
oath; though~ with a clear conscience~ I could have taken the oath of 
the Delaware State~ had it been required~ and would have done it~ had 
I not been prevented by a tender fear of hurting the scrupulous con
sciences of others. 29 

Richard Cameron understands that Asbury refused to take the oath because of his 
"believing that he as a minister should not bear arms."30 It is not clear to us 
whether Asbury acted out of conviction about the bearing of arms or whether he 
used this loop-hole to avoid taking sides. 

Though some of the other Methodists no doubt shared ASbury's conflict of loyalty~ 

many of them left a stronger witness to conscientious objection. This was par
ticularly true of the Rev. Jesse Lee. In July 1780 the North Carolina militia 
was mustered and Lee was drafted. This forced a grave crisis of conscience: 

I weighed the matter over and over again~ but my mind was settled;
 
as a Christian and as a preacher of the gospel I could not fight. I
 
could not reconcile it to myself to bear arms~ or to kill one of my
 
fellow creatures.3l
 

26. PACIFISM IN EUROPE TO 1914 (princeton: Princeton University Press~ 
1972) ~ p. 368. 

27. Maldwyn Edwards, "Two Early Methodis-ts- in Prison." METHODIST HISTORY 
VIII (April~ 1970)~ pp. 21-23. 

28. Peter Brock~ PACIFISM IN EUROPE TO 19l4~ p. 369. 
29. Elmer T. Clark (ed)~ THE JOURNAL AND LETTERS OF FRANCIS ASBURY (Nashville: 

Abingdon~ 1958)~ I~ p. 267. Entry of April 11, 1778. 
30. METHODISM AND SOCIETY IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, p. 89. 
31. Minton Thrift, MEMOIR OF THE REV. JESSE LEE (New York: Bangs and Mason~ 

l823--reprinted by Arno Press~ 1969)~ p. 26. Cf. also LeRoy Lee, THE LIFE AND 
TIMES OF THE REV. JESSE LEE (Louisville: John Early~ 1848), pp. 87ff. 
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On tfLe other hand, "I w.aa a ;friend to my country, and was. ~ling to do anytIiing 
that I could, while I continued in the army, except that of figIi..ting ."32 Lee 
th.erefore drove the baggage wagon and was released from temporary arrest, tflougIL 
his course was not easy until Kis discnarge in October. 

Lee reported without particulars that there were others who "were bound in con
science not to fight, and no threatenings could compel them to bear arms or hire 
a man to take their p1aces."33 Among these was Freeborn Garrettson who suffered 
beating and imprisonment and was nearly hanged on two occasions. Ris conviction 
was expressed in the words: "From reading, my own reflection, and the teachings 
of the good Spirit, I was quite drawn away from a belief in the lawfulness of 
shedding human blood under the gospel dispensation, or at most it must be an 
extreme case, touching which at that time my mind was in doubt."34 Philip Gatch 
may also be identified as a conscientious objector. 35 Apparently there were 
others. No doubt there were some like Thomas Ware who said "this cause I held 
to be just . . . the principles for which we were contending . . . worth risking 
life for."36 But it is striking, particularly in contrast to British Methodism, 
that the major witness left by the American Methodists during the Revolutionary 
War was one of conscientious objection. 

The Formation of the Holiness Traditions: 

As one enters the 19th century our focus both broadens and narrows. As Methodism 
grew before the Civil War and tended to change and moderate, there arose in re
action, movements defending a strict interpretation of the doctrine of sanctifi
cation, Christian Perfection, or the "second blessing." Usual interpretation 
starts with the "Tuesday Meeting" founded in the 1830's by Sarah Lankford and 
Phoebe Palmer, follows the rising tide of the holiness thrust through the National 
Campmeeting Association for the Promotion of ~Qliness in the 1860's to a growing 
polarization within Methodism that produced at the turn of the century a number 
of holiness denominations like the Pilgrim Holiness Church and the Church of the 
Nazarene. 

But this interpretation has several problems. It tends to represent a "Hethodist" 
perspective and slights such features as the amalgamation with revivalism that 
took place,37 the complexity and wide spread character of holiness and perfec
tionalistic groups, and the fact that from the beginning the holiness movement was 
self-consciously inter-denominational. 

32. Ibid, p. 28. 
33. Jesse Lee, A SHORT HISTORY OF THE METHODISTS IN THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA (Baltimore: Magill and Clime, l8l0--reprint by Cokesbury), p. 72. 
34. Wade Barclay, EARLY AMERICAN METHODISM 1769-1844, "History of Methodist 

Missions, part I" (New York: Board of Missions and Church Extension of the 
Methodist Church, 1949) I, p. 48. quoting Nathan Bangs, THE LIFE OF THE REV. FREE
BORN GARRETTSON (New York: Mason & Lane, 1838), pp. 57ff. 

35. Ibid, p. 49. Cf. also L.C. Rudolph, FRANCIS ASBURY (Nashville: Abingdon, 
1966), p. 34. 

36. Wade Barclay, EARLY AMERICAN METHODISM, p. 49, quoting Thomas Ware, 
THE LIFE AND TRAVELS OF THE REV. THOMAS WARE (New York: Lane & Sandford, 1842), 
pp. 29L 

37. Cf. the dissertation "Revivalism and Holiness" by Melvin Dieter, recently 
completed at Temple University. 
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For these. reasons. we. will look at the hroader holiness. .movement-before.. tIle- Civil 
War and consider in turn 0-1 the. Wesle.yan Me.thodistswho broke. witfL Methodism 
primarily ove.r abolitionism liut al~st immediately adopted statements on sancti
fication and tended to predicate their aDolitionism on the experience of Iioliness; 
(2) Oberlin Perfectionism, and especially As-a Mahan: .OJ Tnomas- Upliam, wfio was 
"sanctified" in the Tues-day Meeting of PnoeEe Palmer, and tne National Camp 
Meeting Association for the Promotion of Holiness. 

As mentioned, the Wesleyan Methodists were primarily an abolitionist movement. 
This concern dominates the biographies and writings of allearly figures of the 
movement. Yet, knowing the pattern of other reformers of the same period, one 
would expect to find a concern for peace. This seems to be the case. Tiwothy 
Smith38 refers to an early Wesleyan hymnal entitled MIRIAM'S TIMBREL: SACRED 
SONGS, SUITED TO REVIVAL OCCASIONS; AND ALSO FOR ANTI-SLAVERY, PEACE, TEMPERANCE, 
AND REFORM MEETINGS. 39 In 1844, the same year that they added the article on 
sanctification, the following statement "On Peace" is found in the DISCIPLINE: 

We believe the gospel of Christ to be every way opposed to the practice 
of war in all its forms; and those customs which tend to foster and 
perpetuate the war spirit, to be inconsistent with the benevolent designs 
of the Christian Religion.40 

That these convictions were taken seriously on the local level is revealed by 
handwritten minutes of annual conferences in up-state New York. 41 In 1847 the 
St. Lawrence Annual Conference, meeting in Watertown, replied with enthusiasm to 
a memorial from the Indiana Yearly Meeting of Friends and praised the Quakers 
for demonstrating "that love is a more powerful defense than physical force. 1I 

Among the six resolutions adopted at this conference may be found the following 
two: 

#1) That the spirit of the gospel, which is the spirit of Christ: 
"Love which worketh no ill to his neighbor," and the precepts of 
the gospel, which require us to "render good for evil;" to love, 
bless, and pray for our enemies; are so inconsistent with the spirit 
and practice of war, that both can no more be engaged at the same 
time than heaven and hell; and can be no more reconciled than Christ 
and Belial can be united; and that whoever is the advocate and friend 
of one is necessarily the enemy of the other. 

#4) The man who claims to be a Christian and most of all a public 
teacher, and knowingly gives his influence, ecclesiastically or 
politically, to perpetuate the system of either war or slavery, 
is a most arrant hypocrite, and no more worthy of Christian fellow
ship than a mahamattan, infidel, or the midnight assassin. 

The following year the same conference received from the Allegheny Conference a 
resolution to alter the denominational DISCIPLINE so that refusal to engage in 
war and military training would become a condition of membership. The Rochester 
Annual Conference of 1847 followed its resolution on slavery with one on war very 

38. REVIVALISM AND SOCIAL REFORM (New York: Abingdon, 1957), pp. 212-213. 
39. (2nd ed; Mansfield, OH, 1853) 
40. DISCIPLINE OF THE WESLEYAN METHODIST CONNECTION, 1844, p. 93. 
41. Available in the library of Houghton College, Houghton, New York. 
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mucQ in agreement with..- the resolutions. ahove. More- examples. could-.be given, but 
the- evidence- cited indicates the- s.trength.. and extent of anti-war feeling among 
the WesIe-yans and also a linking of war and slavery as' two evf1s- againS't wflich 
the new denomination was especially pitted. 

Similar sentiments dominated the scene at Oberlin College, which from its founding 
in 1835 merged revivalism, perfectionism, and radical politics. These attitudes 
were in many ways epitomized in Asa Mahan, the first -president of the college. 
Historians of the holiness movement have tended to neglect the role of Mahan, 
arguing that the Oberlin School represented a less "evangelical" form of perfec
tionism. But when one begins to appreciate the close relationship of holiness 
and revivalism as represented by Oberlin College and begins to distinguish Mahan's 
position from that of Oberlin's revivalist and theology professor Finney, it be
comes clear that Mahan's role was very important. 

Mahan was closely assocaited with the Palmers. His "testimony" is the first in 
Phoebe Palmer's anthology PIONEER EXPERIENCES.42 Mahan wrote the introduction 
to the 2nd edition of Pheobe Palmer's book THE WAY OF HOLINESS43 and in turn his 
BAPTISM OF THE HOLY GHOST44 was published by the Palmers. That Mahan (and Upham, 
to be treated momentarily) was held in high regard is indicated in a description 
of the "Tuesday Meeting" that had wide circulation: 

Not Wesley, not Fletcher, not Finney, not Mahan, not Upham, but the 
Bible, the Holy Bible, is the first and last, and in the midst a1ways.45 

Somewhat negatively this indicates the constellation of teachers that Were for

mative in the early holiness movement.
 

One could go on. Of the first five tracts published by the GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN 
PERFECTION in 1843 or so, two were by Mahan.46 Mahan's contributions regularly 
appeared in the magazine. Shortly after leaving Oberlin, Mahan joined the Wes
1eyans for almost 15 years as the president of Adrian College before spending the 
latter years of his life in England where he played a major part in the develop
ment of the Keswick Movement. And finally doctrinally, George Peck, one of the 
earliest holiness writers and editor of the METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW, reviewed 
the 4th edition of Mahan's SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN PERFECTION47 with the 
following comments: 

We have read Mr. Mahan's book with great interest and satisfaction. 
Though it is not to be maintained that he expresses himself Methodis
tica11y upon all the points of this great doctrine, we are satisfied 
that the thing which we mean by Christian Perfection is truly set 
forth in that work.48 

42. [Phoebe Palmer], PIONEER EXPEREIENCES (New York: Palmer, 1972), pp. 11-19. 
43. (2nd ed: New York: Lane and Scott, 1851) 
44. (New York: W.C. Palmer, Jr., 1870) 
45. I have not located the original publication of this. It is variously 

attributed to the GUIDE TO HOLINESS and a "Congregational paper." It appears 
in George Hughs, FRAGRANT MEMORIES OF THE TUESDAY MEETING AND THE GUIDE TO HOLINESS 
(New York: Palmer and Hughes, 1886)~ pp. 38ff, and in several other publications. 

46. GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION,V (September, 1843), p. 72. 
47. (4th ed.; Boston: D.S. King, 1840). D.S. King was one of the early
 

editors of THE GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION.
 
48. METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW,XXIII (April, 1841), pp. 307-8. 
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Mahan was, of course, an abolitionist, a proponent of a doctrine of civil dis
obedience. in response to the Fugitive S.lave Law., an advocate. of women '·s rights 
and education, and all the other causes so dear to tlie lieart of Onerlin College. 
Among tIiese was- tIia "Campaign Against W-ar."49 The peace -movement at die time 
was split into two factions: tIle afisolutists- gatIie.red around William Lloyd 
Garrison wfi.o advocated a Quaker-style "Non-resistance" and the 1Il0derates who by 
mid-century were gathered through the American Peace Society under the leader
ship of Elihu Burritt. Malian identified w:i.tIi the latter and helped organize in 
1843 the Oberlin Peace Society in opposition to an earlier Oberlin Non-Resistance 
Society. In general, Mahan was committed to work for peace, but would not condemn 
all war. 50 He was particularly concerned about the "dehumanizing aspects of war" 
and th.e "infectiousness of the war spirit." He condemned the military action 
against Mexico in 1846 in the pages of the OBERLIN EVANGELLST. 51 Though attacked 
by his student Amos Dresser in BIBLE AGAINST WAR,52 Mahan continued to defend 
wars of self-defense, but condemned all aggression, revenge, etc. 

In 1849 Burritt organized an international peace conference in Paris. Mahan went 
as a delegate of Oberlin, taking a leave of absence of over six months to attend. 
He addressed the Congress on the opening day and sent back reports to the OBERLIN 
EVANGELIST. Mahan was somewhat disappointed because "it settled no great prin
ciples, and propounded no definite measures for the accomplishing of peace." He 
favored an international arbitration congress. Upon his return to Oberlin in 
1850, Mahan continued to speak and work in the local peace societies until he 
left th.e college later that year. 53 

Much more absolutist was Thomas Upham, professor of mental and moral philosophy 
at Bowdoin College. In 1839 Mrs. Upham was led by Mrs. Palmer into an "experience 
of holiness" and immediately asked if her husband could come to the Tuesday 
Meeting. Upham was therefore the first man admitted and after discussion with 
Phoebe Palmer received the blessing. Upham then turned more to writing books 
about the interior life in a mystical vein. These works were widely read in 
holiness circles, advertised prominently in the GUIDE TO HOLINESS and had a major 
impact on the holiness movement. 54 

Upham was also the author of the MANUAL OF PEACE55 described by Peter Brock as 
an "encyclopedia of peace" and "one of the first attempts to give a full-scale 
exposition of pacifist ideology."56 Upham deals with the problem of peace on 
several levels. He concludes rhe work with a detailed proposal for an inter

49. Cf. cha]?ter XX b.y this. ti.tle in R. S. Fletcher, A HISTORY OF OBERLIN 
COLLEGE FROM ITS FOUNDING _THROUGlLTHR CIVil WAR LOberlin: Oherlin College, 19431. 
Mahan's ]?eace. work. is also briefly discussed in Barbara Z:tKmund, "Asa Mahan and 
Oberlin Perfectionism (Unpublished Ph-D. dissertation, Duke University, 1969), 
pp. 303-311. 

50. This and the following comments Eased on Barbara Zikmund. 
51. VIII (June 10, 1896), p. 4, quoted in Zikmund. 
52. (Oberlin: James Fitch, 1899), also from Zikmund. 
53. An account of Mahan's participation in this congress is to be found in 

Robert Fletcher, HISTORY OF OBERLIN COLLEGE, cited above. 
54. These works are analyzed in the METHODrsT QUARTERLY REVIEW, XXVIII (April, 

1846), pp. 248-265, where they did not find so warm a reception as Mahan's. Upham 
was found to be too speculative and philosophical. 

55. (New York: Leavitt, Lord, & Co. 1836) 
56. PACIFISM IN THE UNITED STATES (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1968), p. 507. 
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national congress and includea man¥ practLcal auggeatLona tQhe incorporated into 
the "laws of nations.. " He- argues agains.t w.ar .aa w.asteful. diarupti.ve~ corrupting, 
etc., out tIle heart of his.-Iiookis addresae.d "not to-the.AtIie.:Utt ••• or the. 
Deist . • • nor to the. -mere -moralist. • . nor to tIle mere speculatiVe oeliever . 
. • out to tlie real, tIie devoted, the. liumble Cliris-tian. "57 rn tlie "liglit of 
nature" war may be perliaps argued as a last resort, out Revelation -makes it clear 
that war is absolutely wrong. 58 "It is entirely prohi15ited and ••. utterly 
wrong and sinful."59 Upham advised the doubter of this truth to 

subdue the elements of war in his own bosom; let him discipline his 
way and heart to the high doctrine of perfect love, and then, in the 
spirit of deep humility and fer~ent prayer, let him take up the New 
Testament and see how much warrant he will find for the shedding of 
human blood. 60 

Upham carries this argument through and explicitly affirms nonresistance,6l denies 
capital punishment, 62 advocates tax resistance and refusal to pay military 
fines 63 argues against the chaplaincy,64 etc. To put these principles into 
practice, Upham advocated establishing peace societies in each church after the 
model of the temperance societies. Each member would pledge "not to submit to 
any military requisitions whatever, and not to contribute any thing, either 
directly or indirectly, either of their personal efforts or their money in fur
therance of military measures."65 

One may ask, however, noticing that Upham's MANUAL OF PEACE was published three 
years before his experience in the Tuesday Meeting, whether he continued this peace 
position. We are not able to answer this completely, but it must be noted that 
during the 1840's Upham continued to contribute to the ADVOCATE OF PEACE, during 
the 1850's he was still listed in that organ as a vice-president of the American 
Peace Society, and that all during this period his book continued to be advertised 
in the paper. 

We must finally turn to the more strictly Methodist line of the holiness movement. 
Here the concern for peace is less apparent and where it is present, we must often 
infer its presence indirectly. There were surely holiness Methodists involved in 
the peace movement. One of these would have been Bishop T.A. Morris, who was 
elected Bishop in 1836 and participated in the 1840 Bishops' call to renewed 
emphasis on entire sanctification among Methodists.66 In 1871 Morris and Asbury 
Lowry issued an urgent invitation to hold the National Camp Meeting in their 
area. 67 Morris was also an officer in the American Peace Society and issued the 
following statement which circulated as a tract under the auspices of the society: 

57. Upham, MANUAL OF PEACE, p. 98. 
58. Ibid, p. 87. 
59. Ib id, p. 112. 
60. Ibid, p. 125 
61. Ibid, p. 95. 
62. Ibid, pp. 217-251. 
63. Ibid, p. 169. 
64. Ibid, pp. 171-175 
65. Ibid, p. 164. 
66. John L. Peters, CHRISTIAN PERFECTION AND AMERICAN METHODISM (New York: 

Abingdon, 1956), p. 101. 
67. Timothy L. Smith, CALLED UNTO HOLINESS, p. 17. 
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Our Lord Jesus.. Chris..t is the Prince- of Pea,ce-. -The. Unal -result of- his. 
miss.ion among men, shalL he-~ "On earth- peace-, good will toward men." 
liThe. goad that is. done- in earth~ _the- Lord do~th-it." _ Yet lie worKs- 0Y' 
human agency. Let Christi-aus praY' forpeac.e.; - let- natfbns- legis-late 
for peac~; l~t our Congress re-commend to all nations to appoint a 
Court of arliitration to settle national disputes, amica61y; till II swords 
shall be oeaten into plougli-sfiares, and spears into prunfug hooks; and 
nations slia.ll not lift up sword against nation, neitlier shall tne.y learn 
war any more. II - Isa. 2: 468 

But when one turns directly to the GUIDE TO HOLINESS circles, one finds less 
evidence. Timothy Merritt, founder of the GUIDE under the name GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN 
PERFECTION, was an abolitionist and closely identified with the movement,69 but 
we have found no direct evidence of his participation in the peace movement. But 
it is also true that the GUIDE tried very liard to avoid commitment to causes. An 
early article, for example, while it argued that faith "has a practical relation 
'" to civil and political duties,"70 also warned against a "party" spirit and 
the dangers in "partial and secular feelings" and "being drawn into the absorbing 
vortex of the world."71 Therefore, "those who profess holiness to the Lord have 
nothing to do with partisan movements and measures. 1I 72 

There is some evidence that a slightly different attitude prevailed under the 
editorship of Henry V. Degen from 1852 to 1865. Degen was also an abolitionist 
and had earlier, while an employee of the Methodist Book Concern, lost his position 
as class leader because he divided a centennial offering between the officially 
sanctioned cause and the anti-slavery movement. Some of this same spirit shines 
through the guide during his editorship. In a programmatic editorial Degen ex
presses his concern to make the magazine "meet more fully the demands of the age."74 
He inaugurated immediately surveys of the world-wide missionary and political scene, 
as well as notices of secular literature in addition to the normal reviews of 
religious literature. Articles began to appear on the practical outworkings of 
holiness. In 1853 Nathan Bangs contributed an essay entitled IIVisiting the Sick 
and Needy Another Part of Christian Perfection. 1I Other articles argued that one's 
profession must be vindicated in the social arena. In 1855 a Rev. B.M. Adams 
argued that: 

Holiness of heart was never given to any soul, merely to give it the 
"deep rest of rests, a peace serene, eternal;" but also to put forth 
among men, a living, active, powerful agent, that shall grapple with 
the world as it is, and with great power stir the elements of society. 75 

68.	 Printed on a small piece of paper found tucked into copies of the ADVO
CATE	 OF PEACE in the library of Bethany Theological Seminary. 

69, Wade Barclay, EARLY AMERICAN METHODISM, Vol. II, pp. 48-49. 
70. liOn the Relation of a Life of Faith to the Discharge of Civil and Polit 

ical Duties," GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION,VI (July, 1844), p. 1. D.S. King was 
editor at the time. 

71.	 Ibid, p. 3. 
72.	 Ibid, p. 4. 
73. A short biography of Degen appears with an engraving in THE GUIDE TO 

HOLINESS,XI (January, 1862), pp. 1-2. 
74.	 "Our Future Course," GUIDE TO HOLINESS, XVI (Jan., 1852), p. 28. 
75.	 "Holiness, A Practical Grace, II GUIDE TO HOLINESS, XXVII (January, 1855), 

p. 12. 
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In 1855 he. announced that ''-the. contents w.ilL he. found SOlDew:hat more. varLed than 
usual II and -that -the.. magazine. wPuld 1Is.ei~e. and present such... pass.ing e.yents as are 
illuminating of the.Chri.s.tian Life.. lt76 In 1856- the. GUID£. repr-in.te.d an article. on 
"Reformers" arguing tliat "tIi.a old steadfast re.formerswfio pe:rserver unto the 
end, nears- the cross·, and olitaihs the crown, is ihdeed wortliy- of tIle remem.6rance 
of posterity" and "the man who seeks to reform fl..:is- fellow -man, should count well 
the cost."77 In the same yaar there appears an unsigned article IIPray for Peace," 
buttressed by a passage from Upnam. Another is-s-ue tne same year attacks directly 
U.S. military action against Mexico and argues that "the God of the New Testament 
will not hold a Christian nation guiltless for an aggressive war on any people."78 
At the same time Degen's name appears as the agent for the American Peace Society 
and subscriptions to the ADVOCATE FOR PEACE.79 It is not clear what Degen's role 
was in the society but his advertisements for books he published constantly re
iterated that he published nothing that he did not agree with. 

But apparently these concerns did not sit well with the readership of the GUIDE. 
Already in 1857 he publicly defends himself against criticism for his inclusion 
of items of "secular" interest in a religious newspaper. And in 1858 he comments 
that "we have over and over again asserted that the Guide is not to be the medium 
of controversy."80 Apparently his style of editorship and the financial problems 
of the time brought him down. Further volumes are reduced in size; premiums are 
o~fered for sale, etc. And in 1865 the GUIDE wag· taken over by the Palmers who 
immediately and indignantly dropped the subscription campaigns as unworthy of the 
aim of the publication and declared that they would "return to the simple platform 
on which the sainted Timothy Merritt commenced this precious magazine nearly 
thirty years ago."8l 

This crisis seems not only to mark a turning point in the history of the editorial 
position of the Palmers. One looks in vain among their writings and biographies 
for any sign of concern about issues of war and peace. One interesting incident 
indicates their approach and sensitivities. When they visited Windsor, England, 
in January 1861, a number of soldiers and musicians belonging to the Queen's band 
were sanctified. This brought about a major crisis in which "conscience--informed 
and purified --- would no longer allow them to perform on Sabbath as on secular 
days." This was viewed as no minor matter. "Not more clearly was Daniel's or the 
Apostle's case, one of choice between obedience to the earthly magistrates and 
obedience to 'the Lord of the whole earth.'" Mrs. Palmer expressed sympathy for 
the men, prayed for them, and wrote a note to Queen Victoria about the matter, but 
the outcome of the incident is not known. 82 

Timothy Smith seems to be right when he comments with regard to other issues that 

the other-worldly and spiritual aspects of Phoebe Palmer's quest for 
perfect love readily won out over the impulse to anti-slavery reform. 

76. GUIDE TO HOLINESS,XXVIII (July, 1855), p. 29. 
77. GUIDE TO HOLINESS,XXV (October, 1856), p. 157. 
78. GUIDE TO HOLINESS,XX (a new numbering?), p. 24. 
79. On the back cover of the ADVOCATE OF PEACE during 1857. 
80. GUIDE TO HOLNIESS,XXXIV (November, 1958), p. 157. 
81. GUIDE TO AND BEAUTY OF HOLINESS,XLVII OMarch, 1865), notice inside front 

cover of this issue and the next. 
82. Richard Wheatley, THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF MRS. PHOEBE ~ALMER (New York: 

w.e. Palmer, Jr., 1876), pp. 118-9. 
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. . • her New York and Philadelphia coterie were laggards in whatever 
demanded stern attacks on persons and institutions . . . . Denouncing 
social and political injustice remained for them a perogative of di
vinity.83 

The Civil War: 

In the period just before the Civil War the peace movement was greatly weakened. 
Most advocates were also abolitionists and the rising tide of anti-slavery militancy 
forced a crisis of conscience. When fighting broke out, the American Peace Society 
rushed to the support of the North. With shameless casuistry the pro-war majority 
argued that the Civil War was "a rebellion, and the suppression of rebellion was 
a legitimate task of government and should have the full backing of the society."84 

This position also won out in the holiness groups. The Wesleyans voted in 1864: 

Resolved, that in the spirit of patriots and of Christians, we affirm 
for ourselves and our churches our unqualified loyalty to the government, 
and our readiness to incline and make all the sacrifices necessary to 
the overthrow of the rebellion, and the destruction of slavery, its guilty 
cause. 85 

And in the 1867 DISCIPLINE a weakened statement "On Peace" appears: 

We believe the Gospel of Christ to be intended to extirpate the practice 
of war, and hence we cannot but deprecate those customs which needlessly 
foster and perpetuate the war spirit. We will not cease to pray and 
labor that the period may soon arrive when "Nations shall learn war no 
more."86 

Asa Mahan, now president of Adrian College, followed the Civil War closely and 
fired off letters regularly to Washington on how the Northern generals should 
wage the war. Finally he went to Washington and had a long interview with Pres
ident Lincoln and the Secretary of War. He was convinced that "with a proper 
General he could destroy the whole rebel army in four months."87 

Similarly holiness Methodist leaders gave strong support to the Northern cause. 
In June, 1864, Henry Degen reprinted in the GUIDE an article that insisted "'first 
pure, and then peaceable,' is the Christian axiom."88 A number of holiness 
leaders (at least Alfred Cookman, John S. Inskip, Gilbert Haven, Lucius Matlack, 
and M.L. Haney) served as chaplains. Inskip, later President of the National 
Camp Meeting Association, felt divinely called to his task. As he wrote his 
wife, May 25, 1861: 

83. REVIVALISM AND SOCIAL REFORM, p. 212. 
84. Peter Brock, PACIFISM IN THE UNITED STATES, pp. 690-l. 
85. Ira Ford McLeister, HISTORY OF THE WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH OF AMERICA, 

revised by Roy S. Nicholson (Marion, IN: Wesley Press, 1959), p. 69. 
86. DISCIPLINE OF THE WESLEYAN METHODIST CONNECTION OF AMERICA, 1867, p. 124. 
87. E.L. Stevens in a letter to James H. Fairchild, January 12, 1863 (avail

able in the Oberlin College Library), as reported by Barbara Zikmund in her dis
sertation cited above. 

88. "An Anti-Slavery Church," GUIDE TO HOLINESS,XLV (June, 1864), p. 33. 
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Yet I felt assured of Divine aid, and deemed it a privilege to
 
make the sacrifice for the cause of my country and the glory of God.
 
Of the fitness and propriety of my course, I have never had one
 
moment's doubt or hesitation. My mind is in this respect as clear
 
as the light of noon-day. I have a steady, peaceful sense of the
 
presence and blessing of God. 89
 

And Phineas F. Bresee, Who was later to become the founder of the Church of the 
Nazarene, though he was not yet sanctified at the time, "was a radical Union man, 
and made a practice of draping his pulpit with the American flag."90 

From the Civil War to World War I: 

After the Civil War the holiness message was propagated primarily through the 
"National Camp Meeting Association for the Promotion of Christian Holiness" founded 
in 1867 by John Inskip, J.A. Wood and others to counter the resistance to holiness 
teaching in the Methodist Church. By 1883, 52 National Camp Meetings had been 
held and holiness teachings were widely spread as a result of traveling evangelists, 
local and regional holiness associations, faith missions, numerous periodicals and 
other publications. 

By 1880 or s091 several trends had begun to emerge that are closely related to 
the concerns of this study. (1) There took place a certain radicalizing within 
the holiness movement. A new legalism emerged with increasing emphasis on such 
questions as tobacco, card-playing, dress and adornment, etc. (2) There was a 
certain polarizing taking place between holiness leaders and Methodism. The 
former increasingly defended themselves against charges of sectarianism, enthu
siasm, "Bellism"92 hobbies, and holiness as a "specialty." About this time dis
tinct holiness churches began to emerge. (3) There was a certain turning toward 
groups within the peace church tradition, especially the Quakers. Quakers adopted 
holiness views and began to write for holiness organs, which also began to carry 
articles unfolding early Quaker perfectionism. 

In all of these currents, the holiness movement began to pick up again the concern 
with peace, which from this point on took more definitely the character of "non
resistance" and "conscientious objection" as practiced by Quakers and Mennonites. 
Certain members of these groups had already by mid-century been deeply influenced 
by American revivalism and during the latter half of the century such groups as 
the Quakers, Mennonites, and the Church of the Brethren were experiencing schisms 
over revivalism and determined emphasis on emotional conversion. At the same time 
it was the holiness movement that was more than any other group using the camp 
meeting and other practices of the earlier revivalism. As a result, several of 
these groups were swept into the holiness orbit and in turn brought their peace 
traditions into the movement though perhaps somewhat weakened by the contact with 
revivalism. 

89. WID. McDonald & John E. Searles, THE LIFE OF REV. JOHN S. INSKIP (Boston: 
McDonald & Gill, 1885), 136. 

90. E.A. Girvin, PHINEAS F. BRESEE: A PRINCE IN ISRAEL (Kansas City, MO: 
Pentecostal Nazarene Pub. House, 1916), p. 16. 

91. These observations based primarily on a survey of the ADVOCATE OF BIBLE 
HOLINESS 1873-1882, available at the University of Chicago Library. 

92. A term used to discredit Methodism in Wesley's time. George Bell had 
been a Methodist who fell into "divers vageries" including an "exageration of 
sanctification." 
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Several of these groups lie behind the present Missionary Church t founded in 
1 69 by a merger of the Missionary Church Association and the United Missionary 
Church. The first of these was founded in 1898 over the issue of "baptism with 
the Holy Spirit as a crisis experience following regeneration t ,,93 but a number 
of its leaders had come out of the Defenseless Mennonite Church whose origins 
may be traced to 1866 when Henery Eg1y formed a separate congregation over the 
issue of holiness and religious experience. 94 The United Missionary Church was 
founded in 1883 as the Mennonite Brethren in Christ and was itself the result 
of a complex series of mergers. 95 Their first camp meeting had taken place in 
Indiana in 1880 and by that year "the theory of sanctification as a definite 
work of grace subsequent to regeneration came to be accepted quite generally 
throughout the church."96 

A similar group is the Brethren in Christ. 97 Though of much earlier origin, 
perhaps 1750 or so, its contact with holiness came through the Hepzibah Faith 
Missionary Association in Tabor, Iowa, about 1893 or so. By 1910 the doctrine 
of entire sanctification had become widely accepted in the church and became 
official teaching of the denomination. 

Quakerism also felt the impact of the revival thrust, especially during the 
period 1860-1880. 98 The holiness emphasis was picked up by David B. Updegraff t 
who had been converted in a Methodist revival in 1860, and Dougan Clark, a class
mate of Updegraff who later became a professor at Earlham. The writings of these 
men were widely distributed in holiness circles and published by such mainline 
holiness publishers as the offices of the CHRISTIAN WITNESS t THE GUIDE TO HOLINESS t 
and GOD'S REVIVALIST. Quaker born Hannah Whita1l Smith, whose 1875 THE CHRISTIAN'S 
SECRET OF A a\PPY LIFE had sold over two million copies by 1950,a1so had great 
impact on the holiness movement during this period. In 1887 the International 
Friends Assembly met at Earlham College and adopted an article on sanctification 
basically Wesleyan in character. 99 Though this teaching was soon rejected at 
Earlham and elsewhere, several yearly meetings (especially Ohio t Kansas t Rocky 
Mountain t and Oregon) preserved the holiness concern into the 20th century. 

The Quakers were more easily absorbed into the holiness movement than the more 
radically non-conformist and community oriented Mennonites. Not only did they 
have great impact on the National Holiness Association, but they played prominent 

93. "Missionary Church Association" in MENNONITE ENCYCLOPEDIA, lIlt 710. 
94. Grant M. Stoltzfus, MENNONITES OF THE OHIO AND EASTERN CONFERENCE t 

"Studies in Anabaptist and Mennonite History 1113" (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 
1969)t pp. 103-4 t 400. 

95. "Mennonite Brethren in Christ," MENNONITE ENCYCLOPEDIA, lIlt 602. 
96. Jasper A. Huffman t HISTORY OF THE MENNONITE BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH 

(New Car1isle t OH: Bethel Pub. Co. t 1920)t p. 159. 
97. Cf. "Brethren in Christ t " MENNONITE ENCYCLOPEDIA, I, 424-5; Asa W. 

C1imenhaga, History of the Brethren in Christ Church (Nappanee, IN: E.V. Pub. 
House, 1942); Owen H. Alderfer, "The Mind of the Brethren in Christ" (Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Claremont, 1963); and especially NOTES AND QUERIES IN BRETHREN 
IN CHRIST HISTORY, published by the archives at Messiah College, Grantham, PA. 

98. Rufus Jones, THE LATER PERIODS OF QUAKERISM (London: Macmillan, 1921), 
chapter XXIII;and Arthur Owen Roberst, "The Concepts of Perfection in the History 
of the Quaker Movement (unpublished B.D. Thesis, Nazarene Theological Seminary, 
1951). 

99. Timothy Smith, CALLED UNTO HOLINESS, p. 22. 
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roles in the founding of the separate denominations that were spinriing off at 
this time. Edgar P. Ellyson was among the founding fathers of the Church of 
the Nazarene. lOO And Seth C. Rees played an important role in the early days 
of both the Pilgrim Holiness Church and the Church of the Nazarene. lOl 

We are not sure that the influx of such members of "peace churches" is the en
tire explanation, but it is a fact that by the end of the century there was a 
strong infusion into the holiness traditions of the sort of non-resistance main
tained by these groups. Perhaps the explanation is also to be partly found in 
the tendencies toward non-conformity, biblical literalism, etc. that were emerging 
at the same time. But whatever the reason, it was not just in the traditional 
peace churches that this emphasis emerged but also in the other holiness groups 
produced at the same time. This is clearest in the development of the Church of 
God (Anderson), formed in Indiana under the leadership of D.S. Warner in the late 
1870's and early 1880's. In 1883 Warner wrote in THE GOSPEL TRUMPET: 

Let all who would have a cloudless sky and an unruffled peace in the 
evening of life eschew war and every other sin and walk in the light 
of perfect holiness. l02 

The next year, however, Warner did allow killing in self-defense. l03 But his 
successor as editor of THE GOSPEL TRUMPET, E.E. Byrum, took a stronger position 
in answer to a letter asking if it would be right to serve as a soldier: 

We answer No. Emphatically no. There is no place in the New Testament 
wherein Christ gave instructions to his followers to take the life of a 
fellowman. 

In olden times it was "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."
 
Love your neighbor and hate your enemy!
 

In this gospel dispensation it is quite different. Jesus says, "But
 
I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good
 
to them that hate you, etc." - Matt. 5:44. "Avenge not yourselves."
 
"If thine enemy hunger, feed him: if he thirst, give him to drink" - 

not shoot him.
 

Someone may ask: What if we are drafted? The first amendment of the
 
constitution of the United States makes provision for religious
 
scruples or belief. l04
 

By the time of World War I, this group was officially registered with the govern
ment and claimed exemption from the draft and participation in war as "inconsis
tent with our religious stand" on the basis of principles "for years . . . def
initely expressed in the standard literature of the church."105 

100. Timothy Smith, CALLED UNTO HOLINESS, p. 21. 
101. Charles Jones, "Perfectionist Persuasion." 
102. GOSPEL TRUMPET,III (October 1, 1883), ~. 2. The position of this body 

is discussed in Valorous B. Clear, "The Church of God: A study in Social Adapta
tion" (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago Divinity School, 1953), 
pp. 207-215. 

103. GOSPEL TRUMPET,IV (November 1, 1884), p. 1. 
104. GOSPEL TRUMPET,XVIII (April 14, 1898), p. 4. 
105. Certificate of "Religious War-Exemption Claim" reproduced in Val Clear, 

"The Church of God," p. 211. 
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As nearly as we can determine, no other holiness group claims to be a "peace 
church" but most reveal large numbers of conscientious objectors within their 
ranks. ·nus would appear to be particularly true of the Pilgrim Holiness Church. 
The 1950 MANUAL contains the statement (apparently adopted earlier, but we are 
not sure when): "Many of our people believe that military warfare is contrary 
to the teachings of the New Testament and their conscience is therefore violated 
by being compelled to take part in such."106 And the Emmanua1 Association which 
spun off from the Pilgrims in the 1930's forbade members to participate in 
military training or activity.107 In view of strong forces toward socialization 
in the 20th century, we may hypothesize from these facts that "conscientious 
objection" had a strong witness within this group during its formation. 

This concern does not seem to have been nearly so strong in the formation of the 
Church of the Nazarene. As nearly as we can determine, they did not adopt a 
statement on war until 1940. Pacifism did crop up later in the groups in England 
that merged to form the Church of the Nazarene there and seems to have had a 
firm hold on the 1eadership.108 It is also to be found in Some of the pentecostal 
groups that developed a10na side of the Nazarenes and in many ways parallels 
their social deve10pment. 1 9 The Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee)110 early 
took a pacifist position and many in the Assemblies of God were also pacifist in 
early years. But in all of these groups this concern was soon washed out. 

The Wesleyan Church by this time was speaking for peace, but in a more general way 
somewhat reminiscent of the movements for international peace before the Civil 
War. A series of articles reprinted from the GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM argued in 
favor of disarmament, finding an "armed peace almost as intolerable as war."lll 
Arguments for peace are based on the modern interdependence of nations and the 
ultimate triumph of the spirit of Christ. An interesting note calling attention 
to the founding of the "Friends of Peace," indicates that the writer would like 
to support it since "the WESLEYAN METHODIST is an advocate of peace among nations 
based upon the pursuit of justice," but declines to do so on the basis of the 
predominance of German-Americans among its membership.112 A front page editorial 
called for an end to "war talk" and "war play" (fireworks, etc.) and urged support 
for a "League to Enforce Peace."113 But later in the same year an article spe
cifically rejected "Non-Resistance"114 arguing that "human war is undoubtedly the 
product of human sin, but it does not necessarily follow that all who engage in 
war are sinners." War is justified also by appeal to the Wesleyan abolitionist 
heritage: 

106. MANUAL OF THE PILGRIM HOLINESS CHURCH, Rev. 1950, p. 52. 
107. Charles Jones, "Perfectionist Persuasion," p. 335. 
108. Jack Ford, IN THE STEPS OF JOHN WESLEY: THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE 

IN BRITAIN (Kansas City, MO: Nazarene Publishing House, 1968), pp. 152-3,209-210. 
109. It is becoming increasingly clear that the pentecostal churches may be 

considered an off-shoot of the holiness movement in the early 20th century. Cf. 
H. Vinson Synan, THE HOLINESS-PENTECOSTAL MOVEMENT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971). 

110. Charles W. Conn, LIKE A MIGHTY ARMY (Cleveland, TN: Church. of God Pub
lishing Co., 1955), pp. 150-1. 

111. THE WESLEYAN METHODIST, June 9, 1915, p. 7. 
112. THE WESLEYAN METHODIST, September 22, 1915. 
113. Dr. Wilbur Crofts, THE WESLEYAN METHODIST, June 30, 1915, p. 1. 
114. THE WESLEYAN METHODIST, October 13, 1915, pp. 8-9. 
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The anti-slavery reformers of our own country were not opposed to
 
war as an extreme resort in order to enforce what they conceived
 
to be the demands of the righteousness of God.
 

The pacifist position is an "admissible one where all are peacelovers, but it 
breaks down at once when evil-doers appear." 

The Free Methodists, who emerged just before the Civil War, had been abolitionist 
and had expressed themselves as "utterly opposed to any peace that leaves the 
last vestige of slavery in the nation."115 By 1911 they seem to have held a 
position similar to the Wesleyans. That year they adopted a memorial appealing 
for universal peace and sent copies to government officials. 116 But at the 
same time there appears to have been a body of conscientious objectors within 
the church. Current Disciplines claim exemption for such. 

One center of this seems to have been E.E. Shelhamer ~nd his Repairer Publishing 
Company in Atlanta, Georgia. In 1890 Shelhamer went south "to escape the cold, 
rigid winters in the North, and at the same time to plant a radical type of 
holiness."117 Often autographing his photo with the slogan "Yours for a clean, 
rather than a big work," he was an advocate of "radical holiness" over against 
the "popular holiness" which he identified with Asbury College and others more 
directly in the line of descent from the Palmers and the Camp Meeting Association. llB 

He explicitly attacked the "altar" terminology of the "modern teaching of holiness" 
and its consequent emphasis on consecration. Shelhamer found this shallow and 
superficial, and advocated instead a more radical "death to carnality."119 Among 
the characteristics he delineates for the truly regenerate are that "they love 
God supremely, and meekly obey every God-given conviction, regardless of public 
ridicule;,,120 "they bear with the frailties and provocations of others;"12l they 
'bave a disposition that bears affronts and injuries without desiring revenge or 
manifesting retaliation;"122 and they "do not get angry."123 

It is easy to see how such teachings could form the basis of pacifism. 124 During 
World War I the REPAIRER began to advocate precisely that. The first article125 

115. "Report of the Committee on the State of the Country to the Fourth 
Annual Session of the Illinois Conference, October, 1863" (the committee con
sisted of founder B.T. Roberts and two other men), reprinted in Leslie R. Marston, 
FROM AGE TO AGE A LIVING WITNESS (Winona Lake, IN: Light and Life Press, 1960), 
p. 580. 

116. Marston, FROM AGE TO AGE, p. 400. 
117. E.E. Shelhamer, SIXTY YEARS OF THORNS AND ROSES (1969 reprint by Newby 

Book Room, Noblesville, IN, and God's Bible School, Cincinnati), p. 87. 
118. The second edition of what became in the fourth edition BIBLE HOLINESS: 

HOW OBTAINED AND HOW RETAINED (Reprinted by Convention Book Store, Salem, OH, n.d.) 
was entitled POPULAR AND RADICAL HOLINESS CONTRASTED and sold 10,000 copies. 

119. E.E. Shelhamer, BIBLE HOLINESS, pp. 71-75. 
120. Ibid, p. 22. 121. Ibid, p. 23. 
122. Ibid, p. 2.4. 123. Ibid, p. 25. 
124. Shelhamer was indeed a firm pacifist and apparently in touch with other 

holiness leaders around the world who shared his perspectives and pacifism. His 
daughter reports being sent for an extended visit with the Drysdales in England. 
J.D. Drysdale, who speaks of a Shelhamer visit, was the head of Emmanuael College 
in Birkenhead. His autobiography J.D. DRYSDALE: PROPHET OF HOLINESS, edited by 
Norman Grubb (London: Lutterworth Press, 1955) includes a chapter "I am a Pacifist." 

125. April, 1918. Excerpts may be found in UNDER HIGHER ORDERS. 
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by a W.S. Craig was taken from the HERALD OF LIGlIT, a paper publi.slied in Indianap
olis, and argued directly for non-resistance on the basis of the teachings of 
Jesus. Among other comments are found the following: 

The devil lies to the kings and gets them blind drunk on his wine
 
of Patriotism and they fill their subjects with the same stuff and
 
tell them that their fatherland is in danger and they must fight to
 
protest it. That is a lie of the Devil.
 

The highest type of patriotism is to refuse to fight with carnal
 
weapons and stand by Him who taught us to love our enemies and put
 
up the sword.
 

o Reader, don't let the devil fool you on this false notion of
 
patriotism .... Will we, followers of the Prince of Peace,
 
dedicate our bodies to the god of war to murder or butcher our
 
fellow man? God forbid!
 

E.O. Jolley, husband of the office editor of the REPAIRER, was greatly affected 
by this article and the subsequent reprinting in the magazine of a tract entitled 
"Sufferings of Richard Seller," the story of a British Quaker. After great strug
gle, Jolley concluded that he must become a pacifist and contributed to the August 
issue an article setting forth his new views. 126 This article and Jolley's de
cision not to register for the draft resulted in his arrest and short imprisonment. 
Later Jolley wrote UNDER HIGHER ORDERS relating his experiences and attempting 
to set forth a philosophy of non resistance, to deal with such questions as 
obedience to the law, the military chaplaincy, etc., and to justify each of these 
positions on the basis of the Scriptures and Christian tradition. 

Apparently Jolley's article struck a responsive chord. Over 100 new subscriptions 
and only one cancellation came to the REPAIRER office. Among a number of letters 
published in UNDER HIGHER ORDERS was one from Augustaville, PA, September 11, 1918: 

Beloved in the Lord: 
Greetings in Jesus' name Amen! The Lord abundantly bless you and 

your little, clean-cut, radical Holiness Paper. Hallelujah. In these 
days of compromise with the world, the flesh, and the devil, it does 
our hearts good to know that God still has a few prophets who have not 
bowed the knee to Baal. The following brethren wish to renew their 
subscriptions for the Repairer and congratulate you on your compromising 
stand on the war question. 

"Blest be the tie that binds." Amen! 127 

That these opinions were shared to some extent by the leadership of the denomination 
is indicated by the preface to Jolley's book, written by G.W. Griffith, then editor 
of the FREE METHODIST and later elected bishop. 

Finally it should be noted that the original article by Craig in the REPAIRER 
reveals obvious dependence on another important holiness pacifist book, BLOOD 

126. cf. E.O. Jolley, UNDER HIGHER ORDERS (Atlanta: Repairer Publishing 
Co., n.d.), pp. 26-33. 

127. E.O. Jolley, UNDER HIGHER ORDERS, pp. 72-76. Unfortunately the authors 
of this and other letters are not identified. 
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AGAINST BLOOD by Arthur Sydney Booth-Clibborn of the Salvation Army. Booth
Clibborn was from Quaker background, but joined the Army at the encouragement 
of founder William Booth. He married one of Booth's daughters and they were 
assigned as Commissioners over the work in Belgium and the Netherlands. During 
the South African War he became an ardent pacifist and wrote BLOOD AGAINST BLOOD.128 

This book vehemently decries the horrors of "carnal war" and contrasts it with 
the "spiritual warfare" to which Christians are called. The title of the book, 
therefore, pits blood of Christ against the blood shed in war and denies that 
there can ever be a Christian war. 

Let carnal wisdom and carnal war but have your finger, and it will 
not stop till it has the whole body.... War cannot be Christianized 
any more than lying or licentiousness. 129 

Booth-Clibborn argues that war cannot help but require the sine of spying and 
lying, quotes evidence for pacifism from the history of the church, and deals with 
the scriptural arguments pro and con. The book includes an argument against 
"unregenerate anti-militarism" and concludes with a discussion of conscription 
on the Continent which he terms a "blood tax" and views as a sign of the perse
cutions which signal the closing period of the present dispensation. 

Peter Brock reports that Booth-Clibborn was "eventually silenced by 'General' 
William Booth himself."130 It is not clear exactly what happened, but the story 
is certainly more complex. His wife had embarrassed her father by her pro-Boer 
(and therefore anti-British) writings. And Booth-Clibborn finally began to espouse 
"divine healing" and offered his services to Edward Dowis, the Scottish "prophet" 
who founded Zion,Illinois, and claimed to be a new John the Baptist and a reincar
nation of Elijah. 13l This went beyond the strict limits of discipline allowed 
in the Army under Booth and forced a separation. 

Out-working in the Twentieth Century: 

We have not had available the necessary materials, especially files of periodicals, 
for a complete study of the 20th century attitudes toward war and peace in the 
holiness movement and the modifications that have taken place in the original 
positions taken in the 19th and early 20th centuries. But a few generalizations 
can tentatively be made on the basis of what is available. Charles Jones,132 in 
the last chapter of his dissertation, sketches how during this period the holiness 
groups (especially the Pilgrim Holiness Church and the Church of the Nazarene) 
became more and more socialized to the dominant culture, began to drop the dis
tinctive features that set them apart from other denominations, and became more 
like the churches they originally protested against. Indeed by mid-century numbers 
of groups were breaking off from the older holiness denominations, reprinting the 
late 19th century classics, and attempting to restore the purity they felt had 
been lost. 

128. (New York: Charles C. Cook, n.d.). Our copy is the fourth edition. 
The second edition was issued in 1914. British editions also exist. 

129. Ibid, p. 76. 
130. Peter Brock, PACIFISM IN EUROPE TO 1914, p. 406. 
131. P.W. Wilson, GENERAL EVANGELINE BOOTH OF THE SALVATION ARMY (New York: 

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948, p. 138. 
132. "Perfectionist Persuasion," as cited above. 
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Just as distinctive practices (clothing, prohibitions of jewelry and make-up, 
etc.) began to fade out of the movement, consistent erosion of the earlier concerns 
for peace is perhaps the dominant pattern in the 20th century. This has of course 
varied according to the degree of the original commitment and the extent to which 
it was viewed as central to the identity of each group. It has eroded least of 
all, of course, in the holiness peace churches, but even there its impact can be 
felt. Charles Jones describes the 1965 statement of the Ohio Yearly Meeting of 
Friends as "similar" to, but only "slightly more peace-oriented" than that of 
the Pilgrim Holiness Church. 133 The 1970 statement of the Missionary Church 
hardly reveals the Mennonite heritage of the group. There is a very strong 
statement that does in the final sentence allow that "where the demands of civil 
law would militate against the supreme law and will of God, Christians should obey 
God rather than man." On the issue of military service, the statement affirms: 

We believe that the teaching of Scripture enjoins believers to 
love their enemies, to do good to them that hate them, to overcome 
evil with good, and inasmuch as possible, live peaceably with all 
men. Therefore, we conclude that it is not fitting for the Christian 
to promote strife between nations, classes, groups, or individuals. 

We recognize that sincere Christians have conscientious differences 
as to their understanding of the teaching of the Word of God with 
reference to their responsibility as Christian citizens to human 
government both in times of war and times of peace. We therefore 
exercise tolerance and understanding, and respect the individual 
conscience with regard to participation in war. 134 

The Brethren in Christ seem to have experienced less erosion in their position. 
No doubt the example of Bishop E.J. SwaIm, who during World War I was court
martia1ed and imprisoned in Canada,135 has helped keep this concern alive. But 
it appears also to have been a matter of church discipline. During the General 
Conference of 1942 the following resolution was passed: 

RESOLVED, that any member who violates these principles by accepting 
military service, combatant or non-combatant, automatically declares 
himself to be out of fellowship with the Brethren in Christ Church 
and suspends his membership.136 

As a result we believe that the Brethren in Christ Church is now perhaps the only 
major holiness body with a firm statement of non-resistance as a guding principle: 

Non-resistance is both a doctrine and a way of life. It involves not 
only the Christian's attitude toward war, but it also gives direction 
to many other areas of human relationships. 

133. "Perfectionist PersuaSion," as cited above, p. 335. 
134. Taken from a three-page mimeographed brochure provided by the denomination. 
135. His experiences are narrated in E.J. Swa1m, NON-RESISTANCE UNDER TEST 

(Nappanee, IN: E.V. Publishing House, 1938). 
136. Clarence H. Sakimura, "The Non-Resistant Witness of the Brethren in 

Christ Church in the United States during World War I," NOTES AND QUERIES IN 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST HISTORY II (October, 1961), pp. 22-33. The resolution is 
reported on p. 28. 
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Jesus Christ is our example of the non-resistant way of life. His
 
kingdom, composed of all regenerated people, is a kingdom of love
 
and is characteri~ed by the spirit of meekness, longsuffering, for

bearance, and forgiveness. Hence, all acts of violence which seek
 
the injury of others, whether committed by individuals or groups,
 
and whether physically, socially, or psychologically inflicted are
 
repudiated. Thus, participation in military service is inconsistent
 
with the te~ching of the Scriptures concerning non-resistance. Jesus
 
sets no limits to our forgiveness. He requires His followers to
 
love their enemies, to bless those rhat curse them, to do good to
 
those that hat.e them, and to pray for those that despitefully use
 
and persecute them. Christians are forbiJden to avenge themselves,
 
but are commanded rather to overcome evil with good. This spirit of
 
non-resistance calls for selflessness, sacrifice, and service to
 
others, even at the cost of our lives, rather than to take the lives
 
of our fellowmen.
 

Followers of Christ owe their allegiance to God and His kingdom. 
They also owe to the state and society such loyalty and service as 
will enhance their testimony of peace and good will toward all men. 137 

The Church of God (Anderson), originally claiming to be a "peace church," strongly 
reveals this erosion. Val Clear's dissertation study of this group is essentially 
a study of the process of socialization and social adaptation as it has taken 
place in this group. In spite of a series of anti-war and pacifist statements 
in the 1930's he observed a "greatly diminished interest in conscientious objection 
during World War 11."138 And in a recent study document of this group, William . 
S. McDonald comments that the discovery that the Church of God is a "peace church" 
comes "as a surprise to many people long affiliated with the movement." His ex
planation is that 

Due to the congregational policy and radical pos1t10n of Christian
 
freedom espoused by Warner and upheld by his successors in the
 
leadership of the Church, it has proven impossible to stake a con

sistent position such as that of the Mennonites, Friends, Brethren,
 
or Adventists. On several occasions, the latest being in 1966, the
 
General Assembly has taken a pro-peace position. However ... the
 
majority of Church of God young men have evinced little hesitation
 
toward active military service; conscientious objectors in the body
 
have always been a tiny minority.
 

Furthermore, no matter how they may vote on theoretical Assembly
 
resolutions, the great majority of ministers, while not pro-war,
 
seem to be patriots who hold duty to one's country as one of the
 
highest goods. 139
 

However,the existence of a "Church of God Peace Fellowship" and the study docu
ments that we have seen on war and peace, amnesty, and selective conscientious 
objection indicate that these issues are being kept alive in the Church of God. 

137. MANUAL OF DOCTRINE AND GOVERNMENT, Revision of 1968, pp. 32-33. 
138. Valorous Clear, "The Church of God," p. 210. 
139. "Historical Brief of the Standing on War and Peace by the Traditional 

Peace Churches," (December 22, 1972), p. 9. 
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The Wesleyan M~thodists, though they have not taken anything like a real pacifist 
position since the Civil War, show something of the same pattern. In 1935, like 
so many other groups, the Wes1eyans adopted a new position on "peace:" 

Since war results in so much suffering in the bodies, minds and souls of 
men, is costly in the destruction of property, leaving heavy burdens upon 
succeeding generations, producing much of the baser passions of life, we 
urge that men and nations seek by every legitimate means to avoid armed 
conflict among the peoples and nations of the world. 

We urge that holy men everywhere make earnest prayer to God that the time 
be hastened when swords shall be turned into plough shares and spears 
into pruning hooks; when men shall learn war no more; that we may obey 
the Scriptural injunction "love your enemies." Matt. 5:44; Luke 6:27,28; 
that righteousness under the banner of the Prince of Peace shall prevail. 

We are committed to the continuance of constitutional religious liberty, 
recognizing the citizen's first duty to God. Micah 4:1; Isa. 2:2-4; 
Zech. 9:10. 

We, therefore, forbid our people bearing arms except it be in the case 
of invasion by a foreign foe, or a voluntary service on the part of the 
individual rendering that service. 

We disapprove of the present system of compulsory military training as 
now maintained in public, tax-supported colleges and universities. We 
hereby recommend that our young men do not participate if such service 
compromises their religious be1iefs. 140 

But in 1951 the last two paragraphs were dropped. The present statement of the 
Wesleyan Church (the merger of the Pilgrim Holiness Church and the Wesleyan 
Methodist Church) has two statements. The first is essentially a summary of 
the first two paragraphs above. The second "recognizes the responsibility of 
the individual to answer the call of his government and to enter into military 
service," but acknowledges that there are conscientious objectors in the church 
and claims exemption for them. 141 

Similarly in 1935 the Free Methodists adopted a statement on militarism and war. 
In 1939 a clause claiming exemption for conscientious objectors was added. But 
in 1947 the Free Methodists anticipated the Wes1eyans by a quadrennium in dropping 
a c1auseagainst military training. 142 The present statement reads: 

Militarism is contrary to the spirit of the New Testament and the 
teachings of Jesus Christ. Even from humanitarian principles alone 
it is utterly indefensible. It is our profound conviction that none 
of our people should be required to enter military training or to 
bear arms except in time of national peril, and that the consciences 
of our individual members should be respected. Therefore we claim 

140. DISCIPLINE OF THE WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH, 1938, p. 213. 
141. DISCIPLINE OF THE WESLEYAN CHURCH, 1968, p. 51. 
142. This development is sketched in Leslie Marston, FROM AGE TO AGE A 

LIVING WITNESS, p. 400. 
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exemption from the bearing of arms for all members of our church
 
who are conscientious objectors. 143
 

The Nazarenes apparently did not speak to these issues until late. A sense of the 
attitude in the 1930's, when most other holiness groups were inclined toward peace 
and international understanding, may be' inferred from the following General Con
ference Resolution on Communism: 

RESOLVED, that the Church of the Nazarene in the Ninth General Assembly 
asserts unequivocally its stand against the world wide menace of com
munism, and affirms the necessity for Christian citizenship and patri 
otism in this age when the foundations of human society and government 
are seriously threatened by the forces of atheistic political radical
ism. 144 

In 1940 the Nazarenes adopted a statement on War and military service, which after 
amendment in 1968, now reads: 

We believe that the ideal world condition is that of peace and that it 
is the full obligation of the Christian Church to use its influence to 
seek such means as will enable the nations of the earth to be at peace 
and to devote all of its agencies for the propagation of the message 
of peace. 

However, we realize that we are living in a world where evil forces 
and philosophies are actively in conflict with these Christian ideals 
and that there may arise national emergencies as will require a nation 
to resort to war in defense of its ideals, its freedom, and its exis
tence. 

While thus committed to the cause of peace, the Church of the Nazarene 
recognizes that the supreme allegiance of the Christian is due to God, 
and therefore it does not endeavor to bind the conscience of its mem
bers to participation in military service in case of war, although it 
does believe that the individual Christian as a citizen is bound to 
give service to his own nation in all ways that are compatible with 
the Christian faith and the Christian way of life. 145 

This is then followed by two paragraphs claiming exemption for those conscientious 
objectors in the church and setting up the proper machinery for their registration. 

The way this position works out in practice may be somewhat more adequately grasped 
by a few quotations from the "Answer Corner" in the HERALD OF HOLINESS, the Nazarene 
denominational paper, during the late 1960's.146 The writer completely rejects 
the pacifism of the historic peace churches, arguing that "in a sin-cursed world 
such as ours [war may] be the lesser of two evils." This position "seems obvious 
to most of us." Moreover, the "God-ordained" functions of civil government include 

143. DOCTRINES AND DISCIPLINE OF THE FREE METHODIST CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA, 
1964, pp. 38-39. 

144. MANUAL OF THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE, 1940, p. 276. 
145. MANUAL OF THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE, 1972, pp. 395-396. 
146. This material was supplied us by a correspondent out of his files with

out bibliographic information. 
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"bearing the sword" and police power and "may well include international police 
action." From this point the writer then can endorse American involvement in 
Vietnam and argue it on the basis of honoring promises and commitment and in order 
to prevent turning "South Vietnam's citizens over to a Communist regime of the 
kind that has already stained its record with the blood of hundreds of thousands 
of martyrs." 
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